
Our proposal to the french parliement 
(through demostations, newspaper articles, twitter, 

 meeting decision makers, etc) 

Overnight trains for 2030 : 
case study in France

Nighttrains network in 2009

Nighttrains network in 2019

Proposal for 2030 network

Climate                   low-tech                 favor small cities
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Sweden and Austria want more 
overnight trains towards Europe

More confortable than bus :
 a train for everyone



Building High Speed Rail (HSR) is  : 

* Land destruction : 5000 Ha for 400km (more than 
an airport)
* a lot of concrete bridges and tunnel to achieve a 
straight trajectory.)
* 10 Md€ for 250 km. > we could instead fill the 
country with bicycle lanes and night trains.
* more than 300 km/h : railroad is deteriorating very 
fast. Only China does 400km/h = huge costs. Germany 
tends to limit to 250 km/h. It does not loose so much 
time.
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Environnemental impact

Energy consumption per passager 

● En grammes d’équivalent pétrole par voyageur.km
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Need to include tax on flying :

   Could bring 3 to 6 B€/year in France
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Twice as far as HSR !

HST  until 750 km

rnight train until 1500km

HST in less than 3h

HST in more than 3h

Existing night trains

Former night trains

● ICN is good for 500-1500 km in 
one night (could be 6000 km in 
several days)

● HSR is well adapted to 250-750 
km journey (less than 3 hours) 

       Potential to reduce          
half the air travel :

for 165 millions passengers in 
France in 2017, 86 millions 
flying passenger could switch 
to ICN :

   26 millions    
inner France 60 millions to 

close country

Pays proches : pays limitrophes + Pays-Bas, 
Danemark, Grande-Bretagne et Autriche.
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  HSR benefits too exclusively to the bigger cities

HST connects only the major cities (fast = cannot stop every 50 km) > Main parts of the territory remain in a 
“tunnel” > small and medium cities loose their population. 

Paris is the only city well connected to the entire country = reinforces the centralized power.

Day train connexion often needs 5 to 10 hours if you don't go to Paris > there is a demand for sleeping and travel 
overnight

Best time with day train 
(HS, IC or R) from South 
West (links) or South 
East (right) to the capital 
of each province, in 
2019.
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HSR does not replace ICN for journeys longer than 750 km 

   Intercity Night (ICN) allows for earlier arrival + later departure

TOULOUSE – PARIS (750 km)

PARIS – NICE (900km)

PERPIGNAN – PARIS (800km)

PARIS – TARBES (800km)

STRASBOURG – PERPIGNAN 
(950 km)

BORDEAUX – NICE (800km)

Arrival on ICN :

Arrival on ICN :

Arrival on ICN :

Arrival on ICN :

Arrival on ICN :

Arrival on ICN :

6h52

6h52

5h53 (en 2017)

8h35 (en 2017)

8h35 (en 2013)

8h19 (en 2016)

1ère arrival on HSR : 11h08

1ère arrival on HST :

1ère arrival HST :

1st arrival on HST :

1ère arrival on HST :

1st arrival on HST :

12h38

10h53

11h57

15h08

15h06



  

How to connect together distant 
small cities ?

With flight With overnight train 

Territory
(small 
cities)

Mainly towards Paris

1 to 3 schedules a day

40€ to 400€

Risk to be mainly for business class

multiple directions

1 optimal schedule : departs later and 
arrives sooner

20€ to 230 €

One train for everyone

Costs future price increases due to 
kerosene tax and increasing energy 
price

One flight is for only one city
One nighttrain covers mainy small 
cities (mutualize costs)

Social High tech

Fast transportation : people tends to 
travel far away for just a week-end

Travel experience + conviviality (last 
train where people speak to one 
another)

Slowing travel : people choose nearer 
destinations, and stays longer
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